International Task Force targets "360° of Drug Safety"

ISoP Israel Multidisciplinary Symposium on Drug Complications

"Adverse Drug Events, ADE, is the 2nd most frequent preventable cause of death in hospitals" - Dr. Eyal Zimlichman

Experts from the US, Canada, UK, France, Israel,... will present their Research & Solutions to Save Lives.

June 3-4, 2019 - Ichilov Medical Center, Ofer Bldg, 6 Weizmann st., TLV

The journey of prescriptions is long and full of dangers, as they circulate through Physicians, Nurses, Hospitals, Pharmacies, at times, they mistakenly change - causing injuries that can be lethal.

For example, a 6 year old girl suffering from asthma received an adult dose of anticoagulant and died the next day !

Hence, it is IMPERATIVE to establish Pharmacovigilance safeguards to prevent: wrong prescriptions, contraindicated drugs, Allergies, Complications,… due to Human errors

"There is an increase of Adverse drug Events, ADE, in recent years
- In hospitals such complications increase the risk of death by 27%
- In the US 3 Million hospitalizations are due to ADE
- In 2017 between 100,000-200,000 died as a result of ADE."

Yet, 77% of these deaths were PREVENTABLE !"

Dr. Irene Fermont, Chairman - ISoP Israel

You will find our Prominent Speakers & Program at:
https://www.isopisrael2019.org

For information, attendance confirmation, exclusive interviews, CALL:
Yael Shany, Communication, 052-339-99.03, yaelshany@013net.net
Dr. Irene Fermont, chairman, ISOP Israel & symposium, 058-402-0688, fermont.irene@gmail.com
Reut Lazar, Bioforum, 08-931-30.78, 050-215-09.49, reutl@bioforum.co.il
Dr. Gil Mileikowsky, symposium steering committee, President, Alliance for Patient Safety USA & Israel, 053-425-00.31